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Abstract 4

Global climate change not only causes extreme weather events but also impacts the consumer’s energy demand, posing 5

a concern for the safe and reliable operation of power grids. Furthermore, the high adaption rate of electric vehicles makes 6

energy transactions volatile. Hence, it is crucial to evaluate the power grid’s reliability using risk assessment studies. Here, 7

we solve this open problem to predict the risk of blackout by developing a real-world data-driven probabilistic framework 8

in conjunction with an expert-based power grid methodology. Utilizing the real-world energy demands, climate station’s 9

temperature data, and IPCC regional climate models, the risk of a city in California increases up to 8% in the summer 10

of 2100. The winter, spring, summer, and fall seasons’ risks also follow an increasing trend from 2000 to 2100. We also 11

show that a better localization planning of load hot spots like EV charging stations reduces the risk by 1.8%. 12

I. BACKGROUND 13

S
ustainability of the urban system is dependent on the ability of the distribution grid (DG) system to adapt to the global 14

climate change (GCC). Since DGs form the core of the urban infrastructure, it is very hard to redevelop them to follow the 15

unusual energy demand influenced by GCC. Hence, there is a need for the existing DGs to adapt to the future climate change 16

scenarios [1]. Thus, DG’s adaptability to GCC is reflected by the probability of the peak electricity demand exceeding the load 17

hosting capacity of the DG during the progression of GCC. The GCC progression has been squeezing the DG system by two 18

mechanisms: raising the level and duration of peak demand in the summer season while weakening the DG’s physical capability 19

of serving. The existing literature also demonstrates that the peak load of electricity consumption will significantly inflate when 20

GCC increases the summer temperature [2]. A sequence of studies have predicted that the urban electricity consumption during 21

summer peak-demand hours will significantly surge [2]–[5]. The expected higher summer temperature will also raise the fault 22

probabilities of DG’s grid and the associated devices. However, the statistics and literature have demonstrated that most of the 23

major DG blackout accidents in the world are driven by the consumption peak [4], [6]. 24

Assessing the overall risk of an entire urban DG is urgent. The progress of GCC has pushed up the average temperature 25

every year, and 20 to 40% of the global population have experienced over 1.5 deg warming in at least one season [7]. GCC 26

also expanded the number of cooling-degree days from 180 days in 2000 to 210 days in 2020. According to the prediction 27

from [5], the number of cooling degree days will continue to grow to 570 days by 2070 if the regional climate scenario 28

(REMO) occurs [5]. While the current DGs were mostly developed before the year 2000 when the climate was still moderate 29

and expected to be stable, the current DGs can be highly vulnerable during the future progression of GCC. However, there 30

lacks a method to estimate DG’s vulnerability to the GCC. The key to assessing DG’s adaptivity is to accurately estimate the 31

operation boundary of a DG’s capability. For example, estimating the vulnerability of an urban infrastructure system due to 32

GCC includes predicting the temperature rising’s impact on the future energy demand and the decline of grid capacity. 33

The effects of global climate change on power grids are poorly understood, leaving independent system operators (ISOs) 34

with little choice but to study mere infrastructure reliability based on historical climate conditions and associated physical 35

equipment failure [1]. However, this infrastructure reliability-based study is only one, of many, that reviews the reasons leading 36

to a power grid blackout/failure. It cannot predict or estimate the entire grid/system-level failures due to peak-demand increase 37

caused by other factors like climate change, population and economic growth [8]–[10]. This system/grid-level risk assessment 38

considers the fact that every power grid irrespective of the abundant amount of generation, has a loadability boundary which is 39

pre-determined by its graph network-like structure and admittance of the transmission line. [11], [12] showed in their climate 40

change study that empirically, a significant increase in temperature impacts the peak demand of the power grid. Specifically, 41

[12] showed that an 18% increase in peak demand due to various occurrences of extreme events caused an estimated loss of 42

180 billion$. However, it only discussed the increase in peak demand due to climate change, but it does not provide a model to 43

assess the risk of a power grid blackout. [13]–[17] provide risk assessment models for power grids with the help of infrastructure 44

reliability based methodologies. These methodologies use climate change and historical data of power grid infrastructure failure 45

rates to assess the risk. [18] presents an approach for system restoration after the occurrence of a climate change-associated 46

outage by oversimplifying the system to a DC formulation. However, there is still a need for the power system operators to 47

understand the operational limits of the power grid when there are no device failures but may still result in a system/grid-level 48

blackout [19]. This is especially true when the operators have to perform a dynamic topological reconfiguration on the power 49

grid in real-time [20]–[22]. In this article, to enable the power grid operators, for the first time, we provide a model to study 50

the security of grid-level failure due to climate change using both domain and statistical information. 51
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Sciences, Tsinghua University, Beijing, China. Corresponding author: Yang Weng (email: yang.weng@asu.edu).
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(a) Blackout boundary of the triangle
shape 3 bus system in Fig. 2a. (b) Blackout boundary of the power grid and

consumers’ power demand.

(c) Blackout boundary, consumers’ power de-
mand before and after influence of global cli-
mate change.

Fig. 1: Illustration to calculate probability of power grid blackout due to global climate change. The considered power

grid is a triangle shape three bus system similar to the one in Fig. 2a except the names of nodes e.g. 1, 2, and 3 are replaced

by C, A, B respectively. (a), Blackout boundary of a power grid with two consumers located at nodes A and B. If the power

demand on the grid falls beyond the blue outline (blackout boundary) then the power grid collapses. (b), Blackout boundary

of the power grid and consumers’ power demand. The power demand of consumers is a known joint distribution indicated by

the green ellipse. The ratio of the area (shaded region) of green ellipse (joint distribution) outside the blue outline (blackout

boundary) to the total area of green ellipse indicates the probability of power grid collapse. (c), Impact of global climate

change (GCC) on the blackout boundary of power grid and consumer’s demand. Due to global climate change, the blackout

boundary shrinks while the joint distribution of power demand shifts upwards (demand increases). This phenomenon of the

blackout boundary and ellipse moving away from each other due to GCC causes an increase in the risk of power grid collapse.

II. RISK OF POWER GRID COLLAPSE52

The exacerbating change in the climate causes a long-term increase in temperature. This increase in temperature results in a53

raise in the population’s power consumption median value and burdens the power system to operate beyond its original capacity.54

Thus climate change deteriorates the safety and reliability of the power grid. Several risk assessment methods are proposed55

based on the historical failure rates of physical components (infrastructure) in the power grid. However, a well-designed power56

grid may have control to ensure a very low risk of infrastructure failure through redundancy, but it may still experience a57

system blackout due to the abnormal and less controllable nature of energy demand growth of its users. This is due to climate58

change or extreme events like heat waves. This abnormal energy demand growth can cause the consumers on the grid to59

consume more power than the maximum power transfer limits of what the power grid can withstand. Hence, it is required60

to first identify the “original capacity” i.e., maximum power transfer limits (watts) of the power grid which is referred to as61

blackout/loadability boundary and distance of the grid’s operating condition to the blackout boundary as margin to collapse.62

Blackout boundary: Here, we present an example to explain the risk of a power grid collapse. Let us consider a hypothetical63

power grid from Fig. 2a with two consumers located at nodes 2 (A) and 3 (B) respectively. The blackout boundary of this power64

grid is defined by its network structure and design. As shown in Fig. 1a, using the Pareto front technique (Φ from Methods),65

this blackout boundary can be computed where the x-axis and y-axis indicate the amount of demand that the consumers at66

A and B can consume and any data point beyond the blackout boundary shown in Fig. 1a will result in the power grid’s67

bankruptcy.68

Risk of power grid collapse: The consumers located at nodes A and B have different amount of energy demands depending69

on the time of the day, season, temperature (climate change influence), and year. For example, the consumption pattern of the70

two consumers A and B are represented by the joint distribution typically obtained using their historical power consumption71

data (represented by a green ellipse in Fig. 1b). The power grid collapses when the power grid’s demand due to its users72

on nodes A and B crosses the blackout boundary in Fig. 1a. Hence, the risk (blackout probability) is defined as the ratio of73

the shaded area in Fig. 1b to the total area of the green ellipse. Formally, the risk or blackout probability is defined as the74

probability of the power grid’s demand due to its users crossing the blackout boundary of the power grid. Please note that the75

technique presented in Methods not only calculates the blackout risk but it can also calculate the risk of power grid operating76

α% (from Methods) closer to the power grid blackout, where α ∈ [0, 100].77

Impact of climate change on power grid vulnerability: The global climate change results in the increase of temperature78

of the earth’s surface [23]. For example, the increase in temperature may cause consumers A and B to consume more power79

and their new increased demand consumption pattern is represented by the blue ellipse in Fig. 1c. It can be observed that,80

when compared to the green ellipse (without climate change impact), the blue ellipse (with climate change impact) moves81
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further away from the blackout boundary. Therefore, due to climate change, the area outside the blackout boundary for the blue 82

ellipse increases more than the green ellipse which exacerbates the risk of power grid collapse. Additionally, not only the user’s 83

demand (ellipses) is impacted by the GCC but also the blackout boundary is impacted. For example, when the temperature is 84

increased, the transmission line’s conductance and susceptance change causing the power grid to weaken. As shown in Fig. 1c, 85

this results in the shrinkage of the blackout boundary. This shrinkage of the blackout boundary further moves the blackout 86

boundary and the user’s demand (ellipses) away from each other, increasing the risk of power grid vulnerability. However, 87

in the following section we demonstrate not only how demand growth due to climate change impacts the vulnerability of the 88

power grids but also how the localization of load centers using distributed energy resources (EV charging stations, etc.) can 89

help the power grids to adapt to climate change-induced vulnerabilities. 90

III. IMPACT OF DEMAND GROWTH AND LOCATION (NODE) SENSITIVITY ON POWER GRID VULNERABILITY 91

Here, using mesh and tree type networks, we show how demand growth due to climate change can impact the vulnerability of 92

power grids and how the localization of loads can help adapt the power grids to climate change by reducing the vulnerability. 93

In later sections, we extend this demonstration to real-world cases using real-world power demand, climate change data, 94

spatiotemporal temperature data, EV data, and larger power grids.

(a) 3-bus mesh network. (b) Margin to collapse values for (P2, P3) pairs. (c) Labeling of power grid operation.

Fig. 2: Mesh network example: power grid’s margin values for system collapse and labeling the desired region of power

grid operation. (a), A three bus mesh type network with two consumers located at nodes 2 and 3 whose demands are given

by P2 and P3 respectively. (b), Margin to collapse value for every possible pair in (P2, P3) plane represented using the color

bar. Note that the margin to collapse values of the data points on the border are zeros. The margin to collapse values of the

data points (in (P2, P3) plane) decreases when moving towards the boundary. (c), The operation of power grid is labeled as

desired and undesired operating regions by using a threshold (α = 0.5 p.u.) on the margin to collapse values. For example, if

the margin to collapse value of a operating condition (i.e., (P2,P3) pair value) is greater than 0.5 p.u. (blue region) then it is

desired and otherwise undesired (orange region). Note that when the threshold (α) is zero, the undesired region indicates the

power grid collapse events.

95

System information: Specifically, the 3-bus mesh and tree networks presented in Fig. 2a and Fig. 3a are used as examples 96

whose transmission lines are purely resistive i.e., Y 12 = Y 23 = Y 13 = 1p.u.. For both mesh and tree networks, node 1 has 97

the generator and nodes 2, 3 have the users whose power demands are indicated by P2, P3 respectively. 98

Blackout/loadability boundaries of the mesh and tree networks: The maximum power transfer limit (blackout boundary) 99

of a power grid is dependent on its design and network structure. Using the Pareto front technique (Φ from Methods), the 100

blackout/loadability boundary can be charted for mesh and tree networks as shown in Fig. 2b and Fig. 3b respectively. We can 101

observe in both Fig. 2b and Fig. 3b, a heat map is drawn for every possible pair of (P2, P3) and the color of each data point 102

from color bar indicates the distance (margin) to system collapse. It can be noted that the pairs of (P2, P3) that contribute to 103

system collapse (located on the outer boundary of these heat maps) in Fig. 2b and Fig. 3b have their margin to collapse (color 104

bar) values (Φ values from Methods) to be zero. The operating points (P2, P3) beyond the boundaries in Fig. 2b and Fig. 3b 105

result in a blackout as the power networks cannot host any additional real power demand beyond the loadability boundary. 106

Safe and unsafe operating regions of power grids: In practice, power system operators are more cautious about the worst- 107

case scenario (blackout). Hence, to be on a safer margin, the operators prefer to know the probability of power grid operating 108

like 90% close to the blackout boundary. In this article, such an analysis is made possible for the first time, by assigning a 109

positive threshold value (in this example 90%) to α (from Methods). For example, in the case of the 3-bus mesh network in 110

Fig. 2c, the operator may want to identify the operation of the power grid as unsafe (orange region) when the consumers’ 111

demand (data points in (P2, P3) plane) drives the margin to collapse (color bar) values to range between 0.5 p.u. to 0 p.u. 112

(note that a 0 p.u. indicates the blackout of the power grid). In the same manner, from Fig. 2c, the operation of a power grid 113

is labeled as safe (blue region) when the consumer demand drives the margin to collapse values to be greater or equal to 0.5 114
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(a) 3-bus tree network (b) Margin to collapse values for (P2, P3) pairs.
(c) Labeling of power grid operation.

Fig. 3: Tree network example: power grid’s margin values for system collapse and labeling the desired region of power

grid operation. (a), A three bus tree type network with two consumers located at nodes 2 and 3 whose demands are given

by P2 and P3 respectively. (b), Margin to collapse value for every possible pair in (P2, P3) plane represented using the color

bar. Note that the margin to collapse values of the data points on the border are zeros. The margin to collapse values of the

data points (in (P2, P3) plane) decreases when moving towards the boundary. (c), The operation of power grid is labeled as

desired and undesired operating regions by using a threshold (α = 0.3 p.u.) on the margin to collapse values. For example, if

the margin to collapse value of a operating condition (i.e., (P2,P3) pair value) is greater than 0.3 p.u. (blue region) then it is

desired and otherwise undesired (orange region). Note that when the threshold (α) is zero, the undesired region indicates the

power grid collapse events.

p.u. Similarly, in the case of 3-bus tree network, as shown in Fig. 3c, the safety threshold value of α = 0.3 p.u. is selected.115

Thus, depending on the power demand (load) of the consumers, the power grid may operate in a safe or unsafe condition.116

Load scenario types: For the 3-bus mesh and tree networks presented in Fig. 2a and Fig. 3a, the consumers are located at117

nodes 2 and 3. Generally, the consumers’ power demand is dependent on the temperature they are exposed to. For demonstration,118

in this example we directly consider three load scenario types for the 3-bus mesh and tree networks. The three load types119

are as follows: 1) load type 1 (from Fig. 4a, green ellipse): power consumption of two users at the temperature T1 and120

among which node 3 user’s power consumption is highly sensitive to temperature, while node 2 user’s power consumption is121

less sensitive to temperature, 2) load type 2 (from Fig. 4b, blue ellipse): power consumption of the same users discussed in122

load type 1 but at a higher temperature T2 (T2 > T1). We can observe from Fig. 4b that as the temperature increases to T2,123

the consumer located at node 3 tends to consume more power while the consumer at node 2 tends to consume less power,124

and 3) load type 3 (from Fig. 4c, magenta ellipse): In this setup, we consider same power consumption behaviors of the125

two users from load type 2 (at temperature T2) but the locations (nodes) of the consumers are swapped. For example, the126

temperature sensitive consumer is placed at node 2 while the less temperature sensitive consumer is placed at node 3. Hence,127

for load type 3, we observe that the consumer at node 2 consumes more power while consumer at node 3 consumes less128

power. Thus, by comparing the calculated blackout risks of load types 1, 2, and 3, we can infer that 1) weather sensitivity129

(load type 1 versus load type 2 i.e., demand growth) and 2) the location of a consumer (load type 2 versus load type 3 i.e.,130

node sensitivity/localization) impacts the risk of the power grid blackout.131

Power grid vulnerability assessment: Here, we calculate the risk of a power grid operating in an unsafe region (α < 0.5132

p.u. and α < 0.3 p.u. for mesh and tree networks respectively). For example, Fig. 4e presents the overlap of the 3-bus mesh133

network’s loadability boundary (labelled with safe and unsafe regions) and the joint distribution of load type 1 from Fig. 4a.134

Using the risk definition from Methods, for the 3-bus network with load type 1 consumers from Fig. 4e, the risk of the power135

grid operating in an unsafe region is calculated as the ratio of the number of samples from the joint distribution of load type 1136

(green ellipse) that have the margin to collapse values below the unsafe margin threshold α = 0.5 p.u. (overlap between green137

ellipse, and orange region and beyond) to the total samples drawn from the joint distribution of load type 1 (green ellipse). A138

similar approach is repeated to calculate the risks for load types 2 and 3 as shown in Fig. 4f and Fig. 4g. Finally, the risks due139

to load types 1, 2, and 3 are also calculated for the 3-bus tree network as shown in Fig. 4i, Fig. 4j, and Fig. 4k, respectively.140

The results are presented in Tab I. From Tab I, it can be observed that the risks of the mesh network (62.12%, 89.70%, 89.87%)141

are much smaller than the risks of the tree network (93.63%, 96.39%, 97.98%). This shows that the mesh grids are more robust142

because the tree networks are long and their voltages at each node drops when moving away from the generation. Thus, the143

tree networks are more susceptible to voltage issues when compared to that of the mesh networks, and hence mesh networks144

are more robust.145
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(a) Load type 1. (b) Load type 2. (c) Load type 3.

(d) 3-bus mesh network (e) Impact of load type 1 on mesh
network vulnerability.

(f) Impact of load type 2 on mesh
network vulnerability.

(g) Impact of load type 3 on mesh
network vulnerability.

(h) 3-bus tree network

(i) Impact of load type 1 on tree
network vulnerability.

(j) Impact of load type 2 on tree
network vulnerability.

(k) Impact of load type 3 on tree
network vulnerability.

Fig. 4: Dependence of power grid vulnerability on the type of the consumers’ energy demand and the location of the

consumers in the power grid. P2 and P3 are real power demands of the consumers located at nodes 2 and 3 respectively. (a),

Load type 1: power demand of the consumers when temperature is T1. Joint distribution of (P2, P3) ≈N (µ,Σ), µ = [0.25, 0.25],
Σ = [0.018 0.016; 0.016 0.018]. (b), Load type 2: power demand of the consumers when temperature is T2 (T2 > T1). The

consumer at node 3 is more temperature sensitive than the consumer at node 2 and hence demands more power relatively.

Joint distribution of (P2, P3) ≈ N (µ,Σ), µ = [0.25, 0.25], Σ = [0.009 0.009; 0.009 0.018]. (c), Load type 3: P2 and P3 are

real power demand at nodes 2 and 3 respectively when temperature is T2 (T2 > T1). Unlike load type 2, the consumer at node

2 is more temperature sensitive than the consumer at node 3 and hence demands more power relatively. Joint distribution of

(P2, P3) ≈ N (µ,Σ), µ = [0.25, 0.25], Σ = [0.018 0.009; 0.009 0.009]. (d), A three bus mesh network with a generator at

node 1, consumers with demands at nodes 2 and 3. (e), Overlap of the mesh network’s margin boundary and joint distribution

of load type 1 from Fig. 4a. (f), Overlap of the mesh network’s margin boundary and joint distribution of load type 2 from

Fig. 4b. (g), Overlap of the mesh network’s margin boundary and joint distribution of load type 3 from Fig. 4c. (h), A three

bus tree network with a generator at node 1, consumers with demands at nodes 2 and 3. (i), Overlap of the tree network’s

margin boundary and joint distribution of load type 1 from Fig. 4a. (j), Overlap of the tree network’s margin boundary and

joint distribution of load type 2 from Fig. 4b. (k), Overlap of the tree network’s margin boundary and joint distribution of load

type 3 from Fig. 4c.

Climate change-induced demand growth impact on power grid vulnerability: Climate change increases the tempera- 146

ture of the earth which directly impacts the power demand patterns of the consumers on the power grid. This increase in 147

temperature and therefore, an increase in power demand can be understood by comparing the load type 1 and 2 scenarios. 148

From Tab I, it can be observed that the probability to enter an unsafe operating region increases for load type 2 (at temperature 149

T2) when compared to that of the load type 1 (at temperature T1, T2 > T1) from 62% to 89% (for mesh network) and from 150

93% to 96% (for tree network). This shows that the risk of the power grid is directly proportional to the power consumption 151

sensitivity of the consumers on the grid and climate change-induced demand growth. 152

Adaption of power grids to climate change using localization of load centers: Similarly, from Tab I, we can also ob- 153
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3-bus mesh network 3-bus tree network
load

type 1
load

type 2
load

type 3
load

type 1
load

type 2
load
type 3

Unsafe 1189 1786 1793 1792 1868 1895

Safe 725 205 202 122 70 39

Risk 62.12% 89.70% 89.87% 93.63% 96.39% 97.98%

TABLE I: Given a specific hour of the day, the probability of power grid failure due to three different load types for the 3-bus

mesh and tree networks in Fig. 4d and Fig. 4h respectively.

Fig. 5: The real-world distribution grid with six main feeders originating from the same substation.

serve that for load type 3 when the consumer locations are swapped (when compared to load type 2) between nodes 2 and154

3, the risk of the power grid operating in an unsafe region increased from 89.70% to 89.87% (for mesh network) and from155

96.39% to 97.98% (for tree network). This signifies that different nodes have different capabilities of maintaining weather-156

sensitive consumers and hence, it is important to assess the adaptivity planning when allocating (sanctioning) distributed energy157

resources on the grid.158

IV. DATA159

Here, we use the approach described in the above section to analyze a modified real-world urban grid when it serves a160

hypothetical demand whose patterns are summarized from a real-world city. In this section, we provide the information relevant161

to the quality and nature of the data that is used to assess the system risk in this article.162

The information required to compute the risk of the power grid are 1) the topology of the power grid along with its163

transmission lines’ admittance values, 2) hourly power consumption data of the consumers at every node in the power grid, 3)164

hourly temperature data corresponding to the geo-location where the power consumption data is retrieved, and 4) the climate165

model which forecasts the temperature due to global climate change as a function of time.166

Power grid data: The power grid information used in this article originates from a distribution system in the State of167

California. This information includes the topology data such as nodes and edges. It also contains the admittance values of the168

edges in the graph-like structure of the power grid. Fig. 5 presents the available power grid data with six different primary169

distribution feeders originating from a single substation. The total number of nodes on each feeder according to the lexicographic170

order of their feeder names are 293, 953, 1104, 1289, 440, and 473 respectively. In this work, we present the results on analyzing171

the risk of Feeder 1 topology.172

Load consumption data: The load consumption data corresponding to the primary distribution feeders of the grid from173

Fig. 5 is obtained. All the Feeders 1 through 6 originate from a single substation as shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 6a presents the174

aggregated sum of the real and reactive power demand of all users situated on the six feeders from 2016 to 2019 (measured175

from the substation side). The total real power demand split among the six feeders is presented in Fig. 6b. The consumer load176

profile data used in this paper belongs to the consumers in the area served by the California Independent System Operator177

(CAISO). A total of 83 unique load profiles at the upstream of the transformer of a real-world distribution system are used in178

this study. The resolution of the load consumption data is hourly, using a total of four years of data from 2015 to 2019. All179

the hourly load data points for each consumer are tagged with a geolocation and a time stamp.180

Feeder 1, 2, and 3 has 42, 146, 282 unique consumer databases available respectively. Since the Feeder 1 is used to analyze181

the proposed risk due to global warming, only the available 42 unique user database is used to assign consumers on Feeder 1.182
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(a) The total real and reactive power demand at the origin substation
of all feeders in Fig. 5 from year 2016 to 2019.

(b) The total real power demand of all the feeders from distribution
grid in Fig. 5 from year 2016 to 2019.

Fig. 6: Power demand available between the years 2016 and 2019 for the distribution grid in Fig. 5.

Fig. 7: Temperature forecast due to greenhouse gas emissions considering RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5 climate change

scenarios. Seasonal average temperature forecast of California for historical (black), RCP 4.5 (blue) and RCP 8.5 (red)

scenarios considering climate change [23], [25]. The historical period ends in 2005 and the forecast begins in 2006. The solid

line indicates the average of 30 CMIP5 models and their standard deviation is indicated by the corresponding shaded envelopes.

For example, Feeder 1 is a grid with 293 nodes. Each of these nodes is assigned a random user by selecting a user from the 183

total 42 consumer database. 184

Historical temperature data: Using the geolocation and timestamp of the hourly load data points of each consumer from 185

the real-world consumer database, the historical hourly temperature data experienced by each consumer at the same time from 186

2015 to 2019 are collected from the nearest weather stations. This is collected using a weather API developed by the National 187

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) [24]. 188

Using the geolocation and timestamp tagged load consumption and temperature data of different consumers from real-world 189

consumer databases and real-world weather stations of NOAA respectively, the conditional distributions of each consumer’s 190

demand given the temperature (temperature-load response curves) are learned for different consumers. The learning process of 191

conditional distribution is further discussed in detail, later. 192

Climate model: Even though the historical temperature data from real-world weather stations of NOAA plays a crucial role 193

in data-driven analysis, it is not sufficient to forecast the vulnerabilities of the power grid due to the emission of greenhouse 194

gases i.e., global warming. To anticipate the vulnerability of the power grid accurately, a temperature forecasting model that 195

uses the information about global warming causing factors is necessary. To address this, two forecasting models are used, 196

one for the short-term and the other for the long-term temperature forecasting. In the short-term forecasting of temperature, 197

it is dominantly affected by the time of the day; hence NOAA weather API is used to obtain the short-term temperature 198

forecast data [24]. In the long-term forecasting of temperature, the temperature is significantly affected by global warming and 199

thereby the mean of the long-term data forecast changes. We use the representative concentration pathway (RCP) scenarios 200

that consider the impact of global warming to forecast the long-term temperature data as shown in Fig. 7 [23], [25]. Both of 201

the models obtained correspond to the geolocation of the real-world power grid locations in California. This spatiotemporal 202

analysis accurately models climate change both in short-term and long-term cases as a function of time and expected global 203

warming emissions respectively. 204

Electric vehicle charging data: The power grid is not only sensitive to the temperature dependent energy demand response 205

of the consumers, but it is also sensitive to the spatial effects. Here, we discuss the EV demand data that impacts the energy 206

demand of the power grid by considering factors such as the location of prominent communities with EVs, charging stations, 207
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(a) The total number of charging stations in
each zip code location.

(b) The total number of charging sessions in
each zip code location.

(c) Total drivers seen during an year in each
zip code location.

Fig. 8: Electric vehicle data for various zip code locations. (a), the total number of charging stations in each zip code location.

The inset figure shows the charging stations with a high concentration around the metropolitan area and low concentration

away from the metropolitan location. (b), the total number of charging sessions (charging activity) of a year in each zip code

location. The inset figure shows a high charging activity in the areas with a large number of charging stations (metropolitan

area). The locations (top and bottom) with fewer charging stations have relatively high charging activity during evenings at

home. This shows the unexpected growth in electric vehicle load away from metropolitan areas. (c), The total number of

unique drivers that charge in each zip code location. Few locations (top and bottom) away from the metropolitan area shows

the relatively high driver activity even though there are very few charging stations in those areas. This shows that the affordable

prices of electric vehicles enable unexpected EV load growth.

and commute distance.208

The decrease in the cost of electric vehicles along with a significant increase in the adaption rate of plug-in electric vehicles,209

increases the total demand on the power grid [26]. Therefore it is important to analyze the implications of the increasing210

number of electric vehicles on the power grid. To perform this analysis, we use the EV charging load profiles data from the211

year 2013. The EV charging data profiles consist of 1975 charging stations, 14289 EVs, and 589415 total charging sessions.212

Here, we analyze the distribution of the EV charging profiles for various locations using zip codes. We also highlight the213

spatial impact of EV loads.214

Fig. 8 shows that the charging station infrastructure is primarily installed closer to developed metropolitan areas. However,215

we observe high charging activity at locations that have fewer charging stations and are far from metropolitan areas. This is216

supported in Fig. 8 by the observation that the total unique drivers are relatively high at the locations that are away from the217

metropolitan areas. This spatial nature of electric vehicles creates unexpected load hot spots on the power grid at unexpected218

nodes at different times of the day. This spatial factor of electric vehicles causes an irregularity and a sudden increase in219

demand, which will get worse as EVs are being purchased at a high rate by the consumers [26].220

V. RISK EVALUATION221

In this section, risk evaluation of the primary distribution Feeder 1 from Fig. 5 is presented. Three main inferences are222

made: 1) conditional distribution of power demand changes for different consumers based on the temperature and hour of the223

day, 2) the impact of real-world climate change-induced demand growth on power grid vulnerability, and 3) the adaption of224

power grids to climate change based on localization of load centers, such as distributed energy resources like electric vehicles.225

Learning consumers’ power consumption behavior based on temperature and hour of the day: Global warming re-226

sults in an increase in the average temperature of the earth’s surface [8]. This causes residential and industrial consumers to227

use the temperature control units for longer than usual, which ultimately stresses the power grid. So, we analyze the temperature228

versus load consumption response curves for all the consumers in the available data set to estimate consumer behavior. This229

is made possible by coalescing the power consumption data of unique users from real-world consumer databases, and the230

temperature data from the weather API of NOAA using their hourly resolution timestamps.231

For example, Fig. 9a is an error bar plot that shows a typical daily temperature versus load consumption response of a232

consumer at a selected hour 2 (24-hour clock) in a year. We identify that most of the temperature response curves are parabolic233

in nature. These temperature response functions are highly dictated by the usage of cooling and heating units as they are234

major loads in households. We observe that these temperature response curves are “U” shaped and they are roughly symmetric235

around an equilibrium temperature value as shown in Fig. 9a. From Fig. 9a, it can be observed that as the outside temperature236

becomes cooler than the equilibrium temperature (minimum power demand point of the consumer), the power consumption237

increases indicating the usage of heating units. Similarly, when the outside temperature becomes hotter than the equilibrium238

temperature, then the power consumption of the user increases indicating the usage of cooling units. This suggests that the239
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(a) Power demand versus temperature curves. (b) Power demand versus temperature curves for two consumers.

Fig. 9: Annual average power demand of consumers versus temperature. (a), Annual average power consumption of a

consumer at hour 2 of the day. These error bars represent the variability of the data where the height of the bar indicates

the average power consumption of the consumer. The error line of each bar indicates the respective maximum and minimum

power demand values. (b), Solid line indicates the annual average power consumption of two consumers “A” (blue) and “B”

(orange) at hour 2 of the day. The error lines indicate the respective maximum and minimum power demand values. The

equilibrium temperature for consumer A is around 10 degrees and for consumer B it is around 15 degrees. This shows that

different consumers have different tolerance level to temperature.

Fig. 10: Power consumption of a user with respect to the temperature and different hours of the day from an entire year.

users in the available dataset use both cooling and heating units depending on whether they feel hot or cold respectively. Later 240

we use this knowledge of the temperature-load response function to predict the user’s power consumption behavior based on 241

temperature. 242

It can be inferred by looking at the equilibrium temperature value of a consumer to know when the consumer stops using 243

the heating unit and starts using the cooling unit. For example, Fig. 9b presents the temperature response curve of two different 244

users, “A” and “B”. It can be observed that the user “A” prefers to use the cooling unit than the heating unit when the 245

temperature is greater than 10 degC. However, the user “B” prefers to use the cooling unit rather than the heating unit when 246

the temperature is greater than 15 degC. Hence, we make sure to model the temperature-load response curve separately for 247

every user depending on the user’s equilibrium temperature. 248

However, it is not sufficient to model the power demand only conditioned on the temperature since the power demand of a 249

consumer also depends on the time of the day. So, we identified to model the demand response functions of different consumers 250

considering both the temperature and the time of the day. For example, Fig. 10 shows the annual average power consumption 251

behavior of the user for the temperature and hour of the day in a year. It can be observed that at hours 12 to 15 (12pm to 252

3pm), there are no bar plots compared to other hours of the day. This is because the noontime is hot and the bar plots at hours 253

12 to 15 are only half of the “U” shape indicating the usage of only cooling units. Therefore, it is important to model the 254

demand response (P i) curve for every unique user (say i) given both temperature (t) and hour of the day (h) i.e., P i|t, h. 255

The temperature values are divided into bins of width 3 degC. The parameters of the distribution P |t, h = [(P1, P2, · · · , Pn)|t, h]256

for n different consumers given a selected temperature bin value t and hour of the day h are learned by assuming that 257
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Fig. 11: Seasonal comparison of the risks for RCP 4.5, and RCP 8.5 climate change scenarios at hour 1. The risk of

power grid operation violating a threshold of 2 MW margin to system blackout at hour 1 for Feeder 1. The risks are calculated

for the global climate change scenarios like RCP 4.5 (blue line), RCP 8.5 (red line), and historical temperature records up

until 2005 (black line). The solid line indicates the average of 30 CMIP5 models and their standard deviation as indicated by

the corresponding shaded envelopes.

Fig. 12: Hourly comparison of the risks for RCP 4.5 climate change scenario. The risks for violating a threshold of 2

MW margin to system blackout for hours 1 (blue line), 12 (red line), 16 (orange) and 24 (black line) for Feeder 1 during the

climate scenario RCP 4.5.

P1, P2, · · · , Pn are all conditionally independent given the temperature t and hour of the day h. Therefore, the parameters258

of the conditional distributions for n different consumers are learned independently i.e., P |t, h = [(P1, P2, · · · , Pn)|t, h] =259

(P1|t, h) · (P2|t, h) · · · (Pn|t, h). This conditional independence is assumed to handle the incomplete datasets corresponding to260

the estimation of the joint distribution of total demand on power grid (P ) given a temperature and hour of the day. In other261

words, the power consumption of two households can be estimated individually based on the outside temperatures they are262

experiencing and the hour of the day. Finally, the parameters of each distribution of Pi|t, h ∀i = 1, 2, · · · , n are estimated263

by using a quadratic curve fitting (in a least square sense) since the shape of the temperature-load response function is “U”264

shaped as shown in Fig. 9b.265

Impact of real-world climate change induced demand growth on power grid vulnerability: Here, we evaluate the power266

grid vulnerability using the learned conditional distribution (P |T, h) from the real-world consumers (Fig. 6), historical spa-267

tiotemporal temperature (Fig. 10, Fig. 9), and climate model databases (Fig. 7). For example, as shown in Fig. 11, the268

probabilities of a power grid operating in an unsafe region (i.e., 2 MW margin to collapse) at hour 1 of the day from the year269

1950 to 2100 are calculated for the Feeder 1. It can be observed that the risk increases by 0.4% during the period of 2000270

to 2019. However, if the global warming problem is not sufficiently addressed, according to the climate model projections271

[23] from Fig. 7, the risk is projected to increase by 4% during the summer of year 2100 at hour 1 of the day. Furthermore,272

depending on the hour of the day this risk can worsen, such as noontime which is roughly the hottest time of the day. For273

example, Fig. 12 presents the risks for violating a 2 MW margin to collapse at hours 1, 12, 16, and 24 of the day for the Feeder274

1. It can be observed that during the winter, spring, and fall seasons, the risks of hours 12, 16 are higher than that of the hours275

1, 24 due to the cooler temperatures. However, during the summer season, the risks of hours 12, 16 are smaller than those of276

the hours 1, 24 due to the relatively warmer temperatures in the summer season. Additionally, we can also observe the trend277

of increasing risk due to global warming as the years increase. Similarly, by relocating the temperature sensitive loads to less278

critical nodes in the power grid, we observed that the risk is reduced by 1.8% during the summer of the year 2100. This effect279

is explained further in detail below.280

Adaption of power grids to climate change based on localization of load centers: Here, we describe how the location281

of loads plays an important role on power grid security. For example, Fig. 14 presents the margin to system failure with respect282

to the climate change scenarios (from Fig. 7) for each node in the power grid (from Fig. 5). Using the IPCC temperature283
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predictions, the mean load consumption of the consumers at all the nodes in the grid are predicted. Finally using these predicted 284

load consumption values, the margin to collapse value is calculated for each bus using Φ from Methods. The color bar in 285

Fig. 14 indicates the margin to system collapse at each node in the real grid from Fig. 5. The size of each data point in the 286

figure is downscaled as the time (years) increases. It can be observed that the power grid’s margin to collapse values decrease 287

as the years increase, due to the global warming-induced increase in energy demands. This deterioration is even worse in case 288

of RCP 8.5 climate change scenario from Fig. 14b when compared to the RCP 4.5 climate change scenario from Fig. 14a. 289

Therefore, it is crucial to identify the critical locations of the grid that makes it vulnerable, and the proposed framework easily 290

enables this identification. 291

The location of the intermittent energy resources and temperature-sensitive consumers can play an important role in the 292

power grid security. For example, Fig. 13 shows a layered abstraction of the power grid and how localization of loads impacts 293

the vulnerability of it. Specifically, Fig. 13a shows three layers 1) the satellite view (layer) of the distribution grid from Fig. 5 294

on the google map, 2) the schematic layer shows the one-line diagram of the actual topology of a selected Feeder 1, and 295

3) the graph layer shows the detailed nodes and edges of the selected Feeder 1. Each node in the graph layer is assigned a 296

consumer. Using each consumer’s load and temperature profile data, the specific heat loss in KW/K (Kilo Watt per Kelvin) is 297

calculated. This KW/K metric helps to identify the most temperature-sensitive consumers using the historical temperature and 298

power consumption data. The specific heat loss corresponding to each consumer in the graph layers of Fig. 13a and Fig. 13b 299

are represented using a heat map. The difference between Fig. 13a and Fig. 13b is that the consumers are relocated at different 300

nodes (locations) in the grid. The margin to collapse values are presented for the nodes (nodes 55, 162, and 235) in Fig. 13a 301

and Fig. 13b using both climate change RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5 scenarios (from Fig. 7). From Fig. 13a, we can observe that 302

the margin to collapse values for the nodes (node 162) that are closer to the substation have larger values when compared 303

to the nodes (nodes 55 and 235) that are farther from the substation. This shows that the vulnerability of power grids is not 304

only dependent on the amount of power consumption, but they are also dependent on the location of the loads/consumers. The 305

nodes 55, 162, 235 in Fig. 13b have lower heat-sensitive consumers when compared to that of the consumers in Fig. 13a. We 306

can also observe that the nodes with lower heat-sensitive consumers from Fig. 13b have higher margin to collapse values when 307

compared to that of the values in Fig. 13a. This indicates that the amount of power consumption also impacts the risk along 308

with the location of the loads/consumers. The risks being relatively high for the nodes that are farther from the substation can 309

also be observed here. 310

VI. METHODS 311

Here, a Monte Carlo simulation is proposed to assess the probability of a power grid’s operating condition to violate either 312

the blackout boundary or a user-defined margin threshold to collapse due to global climate change. The global climate change 313

is modeled using the RCP scenarios [23], [25] which provide an estimate of change in temperature due to greenhouse gas 314

emissions. 315

The risk of the power grid operating in an unsafe/undesired region (α watts distance close to the system blackout event) at

a given hour (h) of the day is given by

Riskh =
t∑

i=1

p(Ti|h) · p(Φ[(P1, P2, · · · , Pn) |Ti, h] ≤ α), (1a)

=

t∑

i=1

p(Ti|h) ·
N (Φ[P |Ti, h] ≤ α)

N (P |Ti, h)
. (1b)

When α = 0, equation (1) represents the probability of power grid blackout. 316

The overall step-by-step procedure is as follows, first given that the temperature model (T ) due to climate change [23], 317

hour of the day (h) are known, the conditional distribution of the total demand on power grid (P |T, h) is learned. Where 318

P = [P1, P2, · · · , Pn], Pi represents the power consumption of a consumer located at node i, and n represents the total number 319

of nodes on the power grid. 320

Once the distribution of (P |T, h) is learned, we can draw samples (N (P |Ti, h)) of user’s conditional power demand 321

distribution (P |Ti, h) given a specific temperature (Ti) from a climate scenario of T = [T1, T2, · · · , Tt], and the hour of the 322

day (h) at which the risk has to be computed. 323

For every sample drawn from N (P |Ti, h), Pareto front technique (Φ) from [19], [27] is used to estimate the distance 324

(margin to collapse) between the sample and the blackout boundary (for system-level margin to collapse values [27] is used 325

and for each bus margin to collapse values [19] is used). For example, when this margin to collapse Φ[P |Ti, h] of a sample 326

is equal to zero then the power grid collapses i.e., Φ[P |Ti, h] = 0. 327

The proposed framework enables the assessment of power grid security by giving the choice to the power system operators 328

to define a safe and unsafe operating region. For example, the power system operator may define the operating region of a 329

power grid to be safe when Φ[P |T, h] = m > α watts and unsafe when Φ[P |T, h] = m ≤ α watts where α is a threshold 330

in available watts that the grid can host without an outage event. Therefore, using Monte Carlo simulations, we can count the 331

number of samples drawn from the conditional demand distribution (P |Ti, h) that drive the power grid to operate in an unsafe 332

region (N (Φ[P |Ti, h] ≤ α)) and finally compute the risk as described in equation (1). 333
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(a) Scenario when heat sensitive consumers are located at critical
locations in the grid.

(b) Scenario when less heat sensitive consumers are located at
critical locations in the grid.

Fig. 13: Impact of localization of load centers on the margin to collapse of power grids. (a), Margin to collapse when

heat sensitive consumers are located at critical nodes in the grid. (b), Margin to collapse when less heat sensitive consumers

are located at critical nodes in the grid.
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(b) Margin of each bus to system collapse corresponding to temper-
ature projection (RCP 8.5 - red line) from Fig. 7.

Fig. 14: Margin to system failure for each node in the real distribution grid with respect to time. The climate change

scenarios shown in Fig. 7 are used to estimate the temperature with respect to time. Using the estimated temperatures, the

mean load consumption is predicted for all the consumers located in the modified real-world power grid. Finally using these

predicted load consumption values, the margin to collapse scenario is calculated for each node using Φ from Methods. The

color bar indicates the margin to system collapse at each node in the modified real-world power grid. As the (years) increases,

the size of each data point in the figure is downscaled.
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